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Stars & Lasers!! 

“The Pride & The Passion” 

Seven Free Linked Scenarios 

What follows is a mini campaign where seven scenario's are linked, starting with a meeting 
engagement with a twist, in “Diplomatic Incident” and then you get to fight through six 
more scenarios following the exploits of a proud warrior and his crew. 
 
The scenarios allow you to play the battles of a lone Battlecruiser and its crew as they  
attempt to bring honour to their people, or you could play from the other side as the people 
trying to stop them entering your territory. 
 
Playing as either the attacker or the defender will give you a different set of problems and 
both will test your battle skills. 
 
These scenarios were originally written by Vic Dobson and he has kindly given his permission 
for me to convert them over to Stars & Lasers. 
 
I hope that I have done the original scenarios justice with my conversion, and I hope that 
they still retain enough of the original scenarios feel. 
 
These scenarios have been rewritten for my rules but as always I am sure that they would 
work with only a little adjustment in your preferred system.  
 
As always I hope you have fun playing your games of Stars & Lasers. 

Mac 

 
 
 
 
You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there 
is also a section where you will find all the FAQ’s  
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any 
feed back. 
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“Diplomatic Incident” 
 
When I first read this scenario I was taken by surprise by its uniqueness, I had never seen  
anything like this before as a table-top battle, the aim of most battles I have played over the 
years has been to destroy your opponent’s force to be the winner, well not this time. 
 
This scenario is based on just a great simple idea and something that I had often seen on 
TV, two ships meeting on the edges of a disputed area of space, both testing the other side 
without actually going to all out war, just damaging the other ship enough to force them to  
withdraw… great stuff. 
 
Mac 
 
All of the following scenarios are meant to be played on a 6’ by 4’ table. 
 
This first scenario just sets the scene, for the following scenarios, a peace treaty is in place 
but there is still tension between the two races involved... 
 
 
Date: sometime in 2269 Earth central time 
 
Background  
When disputes arise between two powers sharing a common border, both sides often  
dispatch warships to ‘fly the flag’ and enforce their claim in the dispute (whatever it is) 
 
When the warships of opposing sides meet, a starship duel takes place as both ships try to 
force the other to leave the disputed area. 
 
These situations can be extremely dangerous, as neither side wishes to back down yet  
neither side wants to up the stakes too far and turn a dispute into a major diplomatic  
incident… 
 
Set Up 
Place 1 Battleship in the top right corner of the table, and place 1 Battleship in the bottom 
left corner of the table, both ships start at full speed. 
 
Place a few asteroids on the table to add a little LOS blocking terrain. 
 
Victory Conditions  
For both sides - 
Force the enemy ship to disengage. 
 
If you destroy the enemy ship, (whether by accident or by intention) you automatically lose. 
 
Notes  
A ship MUST FTL out once its hull points have been reduced to less than 5. 
 
This scenario represents a typical ‘peace time’ encounter between ships of opposing powers. 
 
If either ship finds itself with no engines then the battle ends, the ship will leave the area as 
soon as its repairs are completed, giving victory to his opponent. 
 
Tactics  
Remember – this is ‘peace time’ and your task is to force the enemy ship to disengage, not 
to destroy it, be careful about hitting the enemy ship with lots of missiles as they can soon 
strip away its hull points and could easily destroy the ship. 
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The main ship in this set of scenarios is the Igstrevea Colonies Battlecruiser Raga'Straaver 
( the 'Slave to Passion' ) 
 
This is an old war ravaged ship that has seen many a battle, but like lots of the Igstrevean 
ships it has been built for the task, it has compacted titanium armour on its hull, and  
alongside it banks of lasers it carries a deadly railgun turret. 
 
You can play any of these scenarios as a stand alone game or you could try and see if you 
can survive all six of the following scenarios... 
 
“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 1 
 
 
Date: 10-04-2270 Earth central time 
 
Background Following the end of the Four Years War, which ended in the Treaty of 
Belnor in 2268, the Igstrevea colonies entered into a period of internal instability. 
 
High Councillor Vladislav Bogomolov committed suicide in shame and the various noble family 
lines, looking to assign blame for the Igstrevea colonies unexpected failure to overcome the 
'weakling' United Earth Federation, began arguing amongst themselves. 
 
Captain Demetri Ollan Pallada’s family have lived on the Igstrevea Colonies for over a  
hundred years, he could trace his ancestors all the way back to the waring tribes on the 
steppes of old Earth Russia, he comes from a long line of proud warriors of the Pallada noble 
line, and he is unable to accept the defeat of the Igstrevea colonies by the United Earth  
Federation and so, taking his Battlecruiser (the Raga'Straaver – the 'Slave to Passion'), he 
crossed the border near the Igstrevea outer colonies with the intention of restoring his (and 
the Igstrevea colonies ) honour in battle. 
 
But directly in his path stands the Heavy Cruiser the UEF Blakely. 
 
Set Up The UEF Blakely starts in the top left corner of the table and is travelling at speed 4. 
The Raga'Straaver starts anywhere along the right-hand edge of the table, and at full speed. 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver – 
Escape off the left-hand edge of the table no later than the end of turn 13 with at least 7 hull 
points intact. 
 
UEF Blakely – 
Prevent the Battlecruiser Raga'Straaver from penetrating further into the UEF space, you 
have orders to destroying it if you can. 
 
Notes The UEF Blakely has a turreted single laser. 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
Gut the United Earth Federation heavy cruiser and escape. You don't have the luxury of time 
for long range firing, so get on with it. 
 
UEF Blakely –  
The Raga'Straaver is trying to get past you so the longer you can delay his escape the more 
desperate he'll be, but the Battlecruiser is better armoured and has a bigger weapon load out 
than you so going in too close may not be the best plan, also you only have to heavily  
damage the ship to prevent him winning. 
 
The UEF Blakely does not have to wait for the Raga'Straaver to open fire before opening fire 
herself. 
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“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 2 
 
Date: 18:22 Hrs. 12-04-2270 Earth central time 
 
Background Captain Pallada and the Raga'Straaver managed to get past the UEF Blakely 
and into UEF space, but not without suffering some serious damage in the encounter. 
 
Pallada altered course and headed towards what his (out of date) computer records said was 
a depleted and abandoned mining facility, with the intention of stopping to make repairs. 
 
Unfortunately, Pallada wasn't the only one wanting to hide at the abandoned facility – the 
Orlion raider the ‘Rascal’, a Lightning class Cruiser, entered orbit around the facility at the 
same time as the Raga'Straaver.... 
 
Set Up Place a single planet in the middle of the map, then place 1 moon and 2 asteroids 
within 10” of the planet. 
 
The Raga'Straaver starts in the top left corner of the table at speed 5, and the Rascal starts 
in the bottom right corner of the table at speed 5. 
 
Neither ship has LOS to the other. 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver – 
Destroy the Orlion raider and survive with at least 4 hull points left. 
 
Rascal – 
Destroy the Raga'Straaver. 
 
Notes The Raga'Straaver sustained some damage in the previous battle with the UEF 
Blakely – and has lost 4 hull points of damage, the engine has taken light damage bringing 
down the ships top speed to 6 , the shield generator has also been damage reducing the total 
shields available down to 3. 
 
( If this is more or less damage than the Raga'Straaver actually received in part one, then 
your  engineers either didn’t manage to contain the fires and damage so it increased or your 
engineers did a good job and managed some repairs on the way here ) 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
Massive close range salvoes can do the job – just get the Rascal destroyed as soon as it is 
possible so you can get your repairs done. 
 
Rascal –  
The Raga'Straaver is damaged but is still very dangerous. 
 
You have the faster ship and can hurt the Battlecruiser if you can keep moving and keep  
hitting and running, don’t get too close unless you can make your missiles and weapons 
count. 
 
 
 
 

Note: the datasheet for the Lightning Class Cruiser can be found on page 9 
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“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 3 
 
Date: 07:37 Hrs. 16-04-2270 Earth central time 
 
Background After destroying the Rascal the Raga'Straaver spent 4 days 
undergoing repairs. 
 
Although Captain Pallada and his crew were able to fully repair the engines and Hull  
damage and also restore shield generators up to full working condition, crew casualties were 
starting to climb. 
 
Nonetheless, with the Raga'Straaver now repaired, Captain Pallada resumed his course into 
UEF space. 
 
Less than a day after leaving the mining facility Pallada encountered a UEF Frigate, the UEF  
Callisto, which was engaged in a cadet training cruise investigating gaseous anomalies. 
 
Her mayday message jammed by the Raga'Straaver, the UEF Callisto promptly fled, taking 
refuge within a large asteroid field, and Pallada pursued, with the intention of destroying the 
Frigate before it had a chance to give warning of his presence in this system. 
 
Set Up Place enough asteroids on the table to represent a large asteroid field, remembering 
to allow for movement around them. 
 
The Raga'Straaver starts in the centre of left table edge, and the UEF Callisto starts 24” in 
from the right-hand end of the table and in the centre, both ships start at full speed. 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver –  
Destroy the UEF Callisto before the end of turn 10 and survive with at least 5 Hull Points. 
 
UEF Callisto – 
Prevent the Raga'Straaver from winning.  
 
Notes The UEF Callisto has a crew made up of cadets! This means that all shooting will be at 
a +1 distance penalty. 
 
But even though they are only Cadets you do have three teams of Engineers on board  
giving the Callisto the normal +3 bonus to restoring shields and any other repairs. 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
The asteroids will make for a deadly game of hide and seek, and the Battlecruiser’s size will 
make it harder to chase the Frigate around, and if you get too close the Callisto’s missiles 
could still hurt the Raga'Straaver – try to find the UEF Callisto quickly and then pound it as 
soon as you get LOS. 
 
UEF Callisto – 
The Raga'Straaver has more weapons than you do, but the asteroids will make it hard for the 
Battlecruiser to make use of his firepower advantage. 
 
You can win this by keeping away from the rogue ship and keeping the Callisto out of LOS 
and only firing when you have a chance – you don't even have to fire to win, just survive. 
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“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 4 
 
Date: 14:03 Hrs. 16-04-2270 Earth central time  
 
Background The cadets of the UEF Callisto fought desperately for their lives and inflicted  
significant damage on the Raga'Straaver, but the battle ended with the UEF Callisto exploding 
in brilliant white ball of fire. 
 
Despite the victory, Pallada’s problems were now getting serious – with the loss of even more 
of his crew it was making repairs harder, Pallada changed course once again and headed for 
a nearby Orlion trading port for supplies. 
 
He was hoping that there would be no UEF ships near the port and that he would be able to 
steal the supplies he needed. 
 
En route the Raga'Straaver spotted 3 UEF crewed cargo freighters, their holds bulging with  
supplies and prisoners, and all escorted by a Lightning class Cruiser. 
 
Warned away by the Cruiser, Pallada surreptitiously scanned the freighters and finding that 
some of the prisoners were Igstrevean, Pallada turned to the attack… 
 
Set Up  The Raga'Straaver starts within 6” of the centre of the left-hand table edge, at full 
speed. 
 
Three light freighters start 24” in and in the middle of the right side of the table, and within 
3” of one another, and the Lightning class Cruiser within 3” of one of the freighters, and all 
start at speed 6 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver – 
Capture two of the light freighters after you have destroyed the Lightning class Cruiser, but  
before the end of turn 12. 
 
UEF ships – 
Prevent the Raga'Straaver from winning. 
 
Notes The Raga'Straaver has still got 3 points of Hull damage from the last battle. 
 
The UEF ships can not leave the table. 
 
A freighter is captured if its hull Points are reduced to 3 or less, at that point the ships  
engines fail, and the ship stops ( but be careful not to destroy the freighters! ) 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
Destroy the Lightning class Cruiser promptly, then pick on the freighters. 
 
UEF ships – 
Circle the wagons! 
 
Try to keep the Raga'Straaver away from the freighters for as long as possible, but don't get 
the Lightning destroyed too soon – it’s your only firepower and the longer you keep it, the 
longer the Raga'Straaver has to wait. 
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“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 5 
 
Date: 21:00 Hrs. 19-04-2270 Earth central time 
 
Background Despite capturing one of the UEF freighters and press ganging the  
Igstrevean prisoners into his crew, the Raga'Straaver is now seriously damaged – the UEF 
ships had fought hard to keep their ill-gotten gains! 
 
Worse still, one the UEF ships managed to get a message out about the Raga'Straaver’s 
presence and now UEF warships of all sizes are converging on the general area. 
 
Needing to make further repairs, Captain Pallada turned the Raga'Straaver around and 
FTL’ed back to the abandoned mining facility – only to be surprised in orbit by a small UEF 
task force consisting of the UEF Mahdil and the UEF Stemmes, two Destroyers and the UEF 
Marrel a Frigate, sent to investigate the area. 
 
As Pallada transported his salvage teams back up from the mining facility the UEF ships 
closed on him… 
 
Set Up Place a single planet in the middle of the map, then place 1 moon and 2 asteroids  
within 10” of the planet. 
 
The Raga'Straaver starts in orbit around the planet, within 2” of it facing any way you wish, 
at 0 speed. 
 
The three UEF ships start in the bottom right corner of the table at full speed. 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver – 
Escape off the right-hand edge of the table. 
 
UEF task force – 
Destroy the Raga'Straaver. 
 
Notes The Raga'Straaver has taken 4 Hull Points damage, and has lost 2 of its shield  
generators, and it has lost one of its double lasers from its port side, and one of its  
Hardpoints has not been repaired so can not be used. 
 
The Raga'Straaver may not move until the beginning of turn 2. 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
Run – stop to fight and you die. 
 
UEF task force – 
Block the Raga'Straaver likely escape routes, the longer you can keep the ship here the 
more chance you have of destroying it, he' has got to go past you to escape so use that to 
you’re advantage. 
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“The Pride & The Passion” 
Part 6 
 
Date: 00:11 Hrs. 21-04-2270 Earth central time  
 
Background Although the Raga'Straaver had escaped the UEF task force at the mining  
facility, even managing to cripple the UEF Mahdil in the process, the Raga'Straaver was still 
badly damaged, and as she ran, heading deeper into UEF space, she was heading to her 
final appointment with glory. 
 
Warned by the UEF Stemmes, which had given chase when Captain Pallada fled, the UEF 
warships closed in on the Battlecruiser from all directions. 
 
Pallada’s crew have managed to get most of the ships systems back up and running while 
being chased, so now the Raga'Straaver was battle ready again… 
 
Set Up The Raga'Straaver starts in the middle of the table facing towards the left-hand 
end. 
 
The Destroyer UEF Stemmes starts directly behind the Raga'Straaver on the right-hand 
edge of the table. 
 
The Frigates UEF Iztar and the UEF Locknar, and the Destroyer UEF Bolacavna start directly 
in front of the Raga'Straaver on the left-hand table edge. 
 
At the start of turn 5 the Light Cruiser UEF Kongor arrives on the left-hand edge of the 
map. 
 
At the start of turn 7 the Frigates UEF Lactran, and UEF Deena arrive on the right-hand 
edge of the table. 
 
At the start of turn 9 the Destroyers UEF Prophet and the UEF Larsone arrive in the centre 
of the bottom edge of the table. 
 
Victory Conditions Raga'Straaver – 
Death or glory – destroy all the United Earth Federation ships and survive. 
 
UEF fleet – 
Destroy the Raga'Straaver. 
 
Notes Captain Pallada chose to fight to the death, for glory, and for the Igstrevean  
Colonies  – the Raga'Straaver may not leave the table. 
 
Tactics Raga'Straaver – 
It’s time to go down fighting – take as many of them with you as you can! 
 
Concentrate your superior firepower on to the smaller ships, they're easier to 
destroy and if you can destroy one… 
 
UEF – 
You can't lose, but you can stop the Igstrevean Captain and his crew going out with a 
smile. 
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Below is the datasheet for the Lightning Class Cruiser, print this out and either laminate it or 
put it inside a card sleeve so that you can use a Dry Wipe marker to track speed and any  
damage etc. 


